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one can speculate that, in the future, clinical examination 
may well become a less central part of the consultation, and 
clinical skills in this area of practice may wane. use of newer 
modes of imaging has superseded or replaced many of the 
traditional routines of assessment by clinical examination. 
The precision of biochemical analysis of blood and other 
samples now provides more direct paths to diagnosis, as 
does endoscopy. The continuing pressures of limited time 
available for consultation often mean that the whole palaver 
involved in undressing, then dressing again, can reduce 
the time available for talking and listening. That then alters 
the character of the consultation. Will clinicians then feel 
less inhibition around exploration of patients’ feelings and 
relationships? Will patients feel more at ease in expressing 
their feelings if they do not have to strip off? Will ‘clinical’ 
then lose its acquired and somewhat prejudicial meaning?
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In memoriam
In memoriam brings to the attention of fellows and collegiate 
members the deaths of colleagues and friends. obituaries 
paying tribute to the life and work of those whose deaths have 
been reported in In memoriam can be found on the college 
website: www.rcpe.ac.uk/obituaries 

fellows and collegiate members are invited to provide the 
obituaries editor (editorial@rcpe.ac.uk) with information that 
will enable us to write or commission obituaries. self-written 
obituaries to be held in readiness by the obituaries editor 
will always be welcome.
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Professor TH Bothwell FRCP Edin
born: 27.02.1926   died: 12.11.2016 
specialty: general internal medicine
mb Wits 1947, md Wits 1953, dsc Wits 1965, hon md cape 
Town 1986, hon md natal 1993, dmedsc Wits 1994
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born: 20.03.1958   died: 21.03.2017
specialty: Pathology
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Dr NJ Macdonald MBE FRCP Edin
born: 17.01.197   died: 03.12.2016
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mb edin 1961, drcog 1963

Professor JFK Mason FRCP Edin
born: 19.12.1919   died: 26.01.2017 
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Dr S Nariman FRCP Edin
born: 30.07.1925   died: 26.11.2016 
specialty: respiratory medicine
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Professor DG Seymour FRCP Edin
born: 27.05.1949   died: 17.12.2016 
specialty: geriatric medicine
bsc birm 1972, mb birm 1973, md birm 1988
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born: 01.07.1945   died: 01.07.2016
specialty: cardiovascular medicine
bsc banaras hindu, mb banaras hindu 1967, md banaras 
hindu 1971


